
 

  

Key knowledge  

Masks Art is insired by the World around us 

Investigating what is known about a 
subject of artwork can help to develop an 
artist’s ideas further   

Ceramics can be manipulated in many 
ways for effect  

Art involves both the technical and 
creative processes 

Geometric Art is inspired by geometry and 
is generally made up of circles, squares and 
rectangles  
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Year 8 Art: Cultures and Traditions  

Do masks reveal more than they hide?  

 

Art explores and expresses identity 
Through years of tradition and culture, masks have been a 
common sight around the world.  

The use of masks dates back thousands of years where 
they were used as a form of expression and identity 
within tribes.  

Masks are symbolic. They have been used to 
communicate a range of messages to audiences. 

Some of these messages expressed through masks 
include human events such as fertility, power, death to 
name but a few.  

Used to unite a tribe, hide identity or for expression of a 
character, the uses and forms of masks are diverse.  

Key knowledge  
Understanding the context of an artist’s work 
brings value and meaning  

Materials are manipulated to make 2D or 3D 
forms  

Layers are used to achieve concave and convex 
surfaces to form features 

Use of acrylic paints and mark making 
techniques replicate traditional mask aesethics  

Art can challenge the rules about proportion, 
composition, symbolism and what is meant by 
expression 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Key Words 

Anthropomorphic – human like characteristics 

Sculpture – Use of shaping techniques to represent a 2 or 3D form 

Concave – An outline or surface which curves inwards 

Convex - An outline or surface which curves outwards 

Symbolic- A representation of something  

Context – The circumstances around a setting, event or occasion  

Manipulation- The action of handling to change something   

Proportion – How the sizes of different parts relate to one another 

Expression – The action of making known thoughts and feelings 

Zoomorphic – Animal like characteristics  

Communication  - The imparting or exchanging of information 

Exaggeration – Making something more than it is 
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Answers 

1. The handing down of information, customs and beliefs from one generation to another 
2. Culture is the ideas and social behaviour of particular people in society  
3. Any 3: Identity, spiritual, harvest, religion, death, strength, health, wealth, power, fertility, love 
4. For plays: helps audiences to see expressions from a distance. Tribes: emphasis on attraction 
5.   Any 3: Protection, identity, symbolism, entertainment 
6.  The circumstances around a setting, event or occasion  

7.  Human like characteristics 
8. The action of making known thoughts and feelings 
9. An outline or surface which curves outwards 
10. An outline or surface which curves inwards 
11. Animal like characteristics 
12. Techniques which add marks and patterns of interest to a surface  

 

Year 8 Art: Cultures and Traditions- Knowledge Organiser questions  

1. What is a tradition?  
2. What is culture?  
3. Name 3 symbolic meanings behind masks 
4. Why do some masks show exaggerated features?  
5. Name 3 functions of a mask 
6. What does the word context mean? 
7. What does anthropomorphic mean?  
8. What does expression mean?  
9. What does convex mean? 
10. What does concave mean? 
11. What does the word zoomorphic mean? 
12. Describe mark making 

 

 

 


